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Abstract-Protocols used with different OSI layers plays an 
important role in quality data communication. Ambiguities in 
protocol specification leads to different interpretations by 
developers. These ambiguities should be minimized to avoid 
bugs and interoperability problems. There are several 
approaches dealing with protocol implementation testing 
which include a binary level verifications and code level 
analysis of a protocol implementations. In this article we 
present a formal review on verifications of protocol 
implementations done through static and dynamic techniques. 
Recent developments include a Symbolic Execution together 
with a Rule-Based specification. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Network protocols are always prone to implementations 
flaws, security vulnerabilities and interoperability issues 
either caused by developer mistakes or ambiguities in 
protocol specifications like RFC. These problems are very 
difficult to detect because many bugs manifest only after 
prolonged operations of protocol implementations and 
reasoning about semantic errors requires a machine 
readable specification[1]. There are several approaches 
dealing with protocol implementation testing which 
includes both static and dynamic analysis of source code of 
implementation. Static analysis provides a static algorithm 
for analysis of source code while Dynamic testing includes 
dynamic test case generation by symbolically executing the 
source code of implementation. In this paper we present a 
literature review on the details of various types of methods 
and techniques used for protocol implementation testing 
and their performance towards different protocols. 

II. STATIC CHECKING OF PROTOCOL

IMPLEMENTATIONS 
The static (compile) time source code analysis of Network 
protocols implementation is done by using a verification 
tool Pistachio that checks source code of implementation 
against rule based specifications. This was applied to 
implementations of SSH and RCP protocols and detected 
many bugs including security vulnerabilities. Pistachio was 
explained with an alternating bit protocol implementation.  
•Alternating bit protocol

1. Start by sending n = 1
2. If n is received, send n + 1
3. Otherwise resend

int main(void) 

int socket, value=1, recvalue; 
while(1) 
send(socket,&value,sizeof(int)); 
{ recv(socket,&recvalue,sizeof(int));  
if (recvalue == value)  
value += 2;  
send(socket,&value,sizeof(int)); 
Starting with an empty hypothesis successively setting the 
values, and when we reached the conclusion a rule is 
validated. 
ie Ø (program entry) 
=> send(_, out, _)  
out[0..3] = 1 
 n := 1 
recv(_, in, _) 
 in[0..3] = n  
=> send(_, out, _)  
out[0..3] = in[0..3] + 1  
n := out[0..3] 
All the communications are in terms of two communication 
primitives send and receive. We will bind the value of val 
in two parameters in and out. The rule specification 
corresponding to this is shown above, setting the value of n 
to 1.If n values are received, send n+1,  otherwise resend n. 
Program execution is simulated by symbolic execution, 
which uses an automatic Theorem Prover that tracks 
program variables, path conditions and checks whether 
rules are satisfied and also branch conditions hold or not. 
Found Pistachio is a very fast tool that detects many 
security related errors with low false positive and negative 
rates. 
Darwin theorem prover returns an “yes” or “no” 
corresponding to each theorem. Pistachio generates a 
warning if a valid conclusion is not created from a 
hypothesis. It generate a skeleton rule based specifications 
for library functions, but some functions like getrrno() is 
not modeled. Core rule set detected were functionality, 
message format, compatibility, library call errors ,and 
buffer overflow. Conclusion was not provable because of 
out of bound exceptions due to buffer overflows. To detect 
all these Pistachio can write regression rules. But Pistachio 
couldn’t realize   the depth of coverage of protocol 
implementation source code. So Pistachio is extended with 
a symbolic execution technique for detecting generic bugs 
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Fig 1. Fig.1.Pistachio Design 

 
III. DYNAMIC VERIFICATION OF PROTOCOL 

IMPLENETATION 
Recent developments in verifications of network protocols 
combine symbolic execution, a program analysis technique 
that can generate inputs that explore multiple paths in a 
program with rule based specifications to discover various 
types of errors, which would be hard to detect manually 
and express them in a high-level packet stream language, 
which states invalid patterns in the sequence of packets 
exchanged between a client and a server. Using symbolic 
execution, the  tool can generate an exhaustive set of input 

packets that achieve a broad and deep exploration of the 
program state space. The practical verification tool used is 
SYMBEXNET. It is found that the former tool SYMNV 
was a good tool for verifying network protocol 
implementation flaws but the only limitation was it uses 
only single packet symbolic execution and couldn’t check 
whether different implementations of same network 
protocols interoperate or not. This limitations were throne 
out in SYMBEXNET. Here DHCP protocols were analyzed 
for implementation bugs. 

A. Rule Derivation 
Rules are extracted from the RFC or IETF standard of 
protocol, keywords such as SHALL, SHOULD, MUST etc 
contained in the RFC documents are good candidates for 
this. 
Example rule for discovering inconsistent Query IDs in 
DNS packets 
1.query{source ip != 224.0.0.251 
 2 AND flag.QR = 0x00  
3 AND questions != 0x00}  
4 ;  
5 response {destination_ip = @query.source_ip 
 6 AND flag.QR = 0x80  
7 AND ANY data.answer(  
8 name = @query.question.name)  
9 AND id != @query.id} 
 
      

 
Fig.2.SYMBEXNET Design 
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Thus encoding the externally-visible behavior of a network 
protocol in terms of input and output packets. A rule 
basically contains a parameter and the value which it can 
acquire. The conditions may be logical or Boolean 
expressions.  
 
B. Validation of packet rules  
The rule validation happens when new packets are 
generated from binary implementation for the DHCP 
Server. The captured input and output packets from the 
previous step are validated against the rule-based 
specification. SYMBEXNET translates the specification 
rules into a set of non-deterministic finite automata 
(NFAs). Through analyzing all captured replay packets 
against each NFA, SYMBEXNET detects rule violations. 
 

C. Symbolic Execution 
Symbolic Execution is a program analysis technique used 
in dynamic software testing. It generates an exhaustive set 
of test input packets with high code coverage. The idea is to 
use symbolic variables instead of actual data, which 
generates an execution tree corresponding to each 
conditional branch statements and a path constraint is 
created which is solved by using a satisfiability checker.  In 
SYMBEXNET symbolic execution is carried out in packet 
fields which considers combinations of fields symbolic in 
multiple rounds. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF STATIC VERSUS 

DYNAMIC VERIFICATIONS 
The main idea behind static checking of protocol 
implementation is to detect maximum bugs with minimum 
false positives. Core rule set generated in Pistachio are 
message structure and data transfer(format, structure, data 
transfer in SSH2),compatibility rules(backward 
compatibility with SSH1),Functionality rule(what 
functionality should or should not support(none 
authentication is not supported).Most of the warnings are 
related to bug database which includes buffer overflow and 
authentication failure. False positives are due to incorrect 
specifications in library calls, also limitations of theorem 
prover and loop breaking. 
Dynamic testing of DHCP protocol implementation 
detected a large no of bugs which are categorized into 
Generic Bugs(from Symbolic execution),Semantic 
Bugs(from rule based specifications), and interoperability 
bugs . 
Example Bugs 
Generic Bugs:  Vulnerability caused by source port 
number          
Semantic Bugs: Incorrect responses to unknown record 
class. 
Interoperability bugs: Incorrect responses to broadcast 
address .             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

V. CONCLUSIONS 
From our analysis of Static versus Dynamic testing of 
different network protocol implementation testing it is 
found that Dynamic testing can generates a large set of 
dynamic test suites that explores multiple program paths to 
detect a large set of bugs. Dynamic Testing strategy is a 
stateful execution apart from the stateless static testing. 
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